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About This Game

Plunder ghost ships for cursed treasure! Battle the Crown Navy, sea monsters, and other bloodthirsty pirates on a quest to rival
the Pirate King himself!

"Choice of the Pirate" is a fast-paced swashbuckler of an interactive novel by Alana Joli Abbott, author of "Choice of Kung Fu"
and "Showdown at Willow Creek." Your choices control the story. It's entirely text-based—165,000 words, without graphics or

sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Rise from a deck-swabbing sailor to fleet commander over five years of piracy in the tropical paradise of the Lucayan Sea.
Command the winds with magic, or board enemy ships with your cutlass in your teeth.

Will you play as male, female, or nonbinary? Find romance as gay, straight, bi, or poly, or pursue friendships and alliances
instead? Will you join the Crown as a privateer and bring pirates to heel? Will you parley with the Pirate King to protect the

Lucayan from the navy's rule? Or will you duel the Pirate King and claim his power for yourself?

Buckle Yer Swash and Set Sail For Adventure!

 Develop your skills as a swashbuckler, sailor, diplomat, scoundrel, or weather-mage.

 Explore a chain of tropical islands where buried treasure and secret pirate camps are hidden.

 Face pirate curses, haunted ships, terrifying monsters, and the wrath of the sea herself.
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 Spy for the Crown or become a double agent to support the Pirate King.

 Become a celebrated hero or a ruthless villain.

 Play as male, female, or nonbinary; gay, straight, bi, poly, or asexual.
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This game plays like a unity browser game. Skills... So many skills missing made me go back and redo my character which in
more like made me nuts trying to figure what the hell am I missing. The two games we're wonderful easy fused of the skills you
had first to the second, now the Third... Oh boy let me tell you it's just requires Specific skills to actually progress and you can
say goodbye to your OP Character cause apparently hes Willpower is short or something else.. I usually like to make really long,
and very detailed reviews but this one isn't worth the time, I'll make it basic and simple. This game is great, fun, and was going
to be a very interesting and enjoyable experience. So why is it bad? The creators havn't made any more development for roughly
five months now, have gone completly dark, and no one knows why or for what reason. This is the second time they've
promised a fully developed game and have just vanished, letting the game rot and taking all the money supporters gave off and
purchasers spent. Find their names and do yourself a favor, if they ever make another game, don't buy it. Inform everyone
backing them. Thanks, see yah round.. Space Garden is cute & addictive. It's great way to waste some time if you want to play
something but you don't want to pay that much attention. However, it's pretty short. I got over half the achievements in 2 hours
of playtime. With that being said, it's worth the small price I paid for it. (I got it on sale.). It was a good game. Although I did
hope it would be a little longer it had a good story. One where in the end you kinda had to figure it out for yourself, but I do
wish there was some kind of endless mode.. After purchasing Bitmap2Material 3 Professional Upgrade, I do not see
"Professional" in my Library. I am not able to export SBSAR files. Is there some sort of install process or licensing key I need to
apply? My library just says Bitmap2Material. It does not indicate that I have pro! This is very frustrating.. every thing i wanted
in a visual novel, multipul endings (for most) and you take some control over the story and multipul playable characters, a 11/10,
cant wait to see what else there will be to this game and to what other amazing game this compony will make
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6/10. An enjoyable and uniquely written story that successfully conveys the tense decisions of war. As someone who really
enjoyed the Mass Effect series and sci-fi in general, I can say that Mecha Ace gives a fresh take on the genre with its
memorable characters.

However, the story falls a little flat at the end. Cultivating your stats is an invisible and sometimes contradictory affair, and
many choices near the end belittle your character. The epilogue I received was also too brief to feel empowering or particularly
satisfying.

Still, it's worth a try.. What an adorable pixel clicker game.
I love it!. wooden crap is a better name.. aerofly FS is a flight sim for beginners and more advanced pilots.
The glider and ultra-light flight simulation is really rather good.
The sim can be used for training approaches and landings with single-engine propeller aircraft as well.
There are plenty of airfields and nice scenery from Switzerland to fly in.

The simulation is not that good for fighter jets, you need to look at DCS for high-quality simulation of those.
However, jets in this can be fun still even if not most accurate flight simulation.

The developers of aerofly also have different product for RC-plane and helicopter simulation and training (hook up RC
transmitter to PC for example), if you aim at improving RC skills then that might be better choice.

Depending on what you are after this does have good points and value for money.
For relaxing and training with glider or ultra-light this is a good choice.
For combat with modern jets you need to look at other choices.
. I played this originally on my ps3, and ended up playing it yet again. Me and my wife enjoy the Lego Universe games, they are
probably the best multiplayer games out there.. A cute little Early Access sim that might have been bumped to 1.0 a bit too
early.

Right now, not much to look at. Poor game balance, some silly bugs, disorganized UI, but the developers seem to be passionate
about making it great and it's worth $4 to support that effort.

I'm looking forward to watching this game evolve into a great title.
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